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Benidorm
Series 7 (2015) Quiz 2

1. What does Noreen discover Geoff has told his fiancée about himself?

2. Why has Liam's mother and Les' ex Gloria arrive in Benidorm?

3. A jobless Joyce who is attempting to relax by the pool, has her morning ruined when Janey 
reinstates who has the Solana's Bar Manager?

4. How is Jason connected to Janey Yorke?

5. Who does Mateo confide in about his home life being a disaster?

6. Who pulls a gun on Mateo and ties him to a chair?

7. What was Clive heading into town for when he is chatted up by Melanie, a holiday home 
saleswoman?

8. Who is the dodgy Estate Agent duo that swindle Clive out of €5000?

9. Who learned from Psychic Sue that he has a job offer in Madrid?

10. To retrieve Clive's money from Monty and Melanie who do Tiger and Terri pose as?

11. Rhiannon turns up at the Solana but without Donald - who is Rhiannon?

12. Whilst Geoff and Noreen are trapped in the lift, who takes advantage of Ionela?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. That he is a successful businessman
2. To lure Liam back to the UK
3. Jason
4. They are related
5. Lesley
6. His mother-in-law, Dolores

7. In search of wi-fi
8. Monty and Melanie
9. Liam
10. A famous footballer and his agent
11. Glynn's wife
12. Jason

Sphinx Phoenix Benidorm
Series 7 (2015) Quiz 2

1. What does Noreen discover Geoff has told his fiancée about himself?

2. Why has Liam's mother and Les' ex Gloria arrive in Benidorm?

3. A jobless Joyce who is attempting to relax by the pool, has her morning ruined when Janey 
reinstates who has the Solana's Bar Manager?

4. How is Jason connected to Janey Yorke?

5. Who does Mateo confide in about his home life being a disaster?

6. Who pulls a gun on Mateo and ties him to a chair?

7. What was Clive heading into town for when he is chatted up by Melanie, a holiday home 
saleswoman?

8. Who is the dodgy Estate Agent duo that swindle Clive out of €5000?

9. Who learned from Psychic Sue that he has a job offer in Madrid?

10. To retrieve Clive's money from Monty and Melanie who do Tiger and Terri pose as?

11. Rhiannon turns up at the Solana but without Donald - who is Rhiannon?

12. Whilst Geoff and Noreen are trapped in the lift, who takes advantage of Ionela?
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